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The theme for droidcon Italy 2019 was #android4everyone: 
a theme to promote inclusion of the whole Android value chain 
and inclusion of every type of person who participates 
in the Android community. 

With 54 speakers, of which 44 male and ten female, the agenda 
was well balanced. The range of topics was also balanced, covering: 
ethical design, Kotlin, architecture, smart content, soft skills and more. 
The presentations were very well received with an even spread 
of attendees across all tracks and attendee numbers remaining 
high through to the very last sessions. 



Speaker testimonials



I would like to thank organisers and everybody 
involved for this amazing event. 
Especially the speaker gift as a donation
was a brilliant idea. I would like to be part 
of the droidcon Italy next year again. Muhammed Salih Güler 

Android and Flutter Developer 
@OneFootball 

Sharing our experience in managing huge 
mobile projects with so many people 
wouldn't be possible without Droidcon. 
Thanks Droidcon Italy! Thanks Synesthesia!Marco Zanino

Android Engineer
 and Team Leader 

@Iriscube Reply

Gabriel Peal
Software Engineer 

@Tonal

Droidcon Italy is a top-tier Android conference. 
It has high quality material for all engineers 
of any skill level.



Droidcon Italy is one of the best conference
in the Android ecosystem. I can't really miss 
the opportunity to meet so many experienced 
speakers, attend great sessions and get
in touch with the Italian #AndroidDev community! Nicola Corti

Android Infrastructure Engineer 
@Yelp

Giving a keynote about ethical design in a Android conference 
was a challenge, but developers are aware of their role developing 
technologies to the world and the reception was great!
I had a really good time talking with others speakers and attendees 
about the topic, I definitely went out with even more ideas 
then when I was in the stage!

Bianca Brancaleone
UX Consultant



International 
Representation

Italy

France

Germany

USA

Spain

Netherlands

Switzerland

Poland

UK

The audience
Total number of countries: 30



Companies
Total number of companies in attendance: 304



Job Titles

Developers

C - Level

Students

Other



The Sponsors
Year on year



2017

The Sponsors
Single year sponsors

Cosmo 360
Make It App
Mobilebridge
Tierra
Julia
UDOO
Google
Altran
Critical Case
Microsoft

  

Spot Me
Jarltech
Honeywell
Realisti.co
Friendly Robots
Metropolis Lab
Firebase
Apps Flyer
Synergie

AWS
Huawei
Quadrans
Star Engineering
ShareNow
Wind
car2go
Hype
EisWorld
PixelKura
NTT Data
Comelit
IBM
TechSigno
YOOX Net-A-Porter
Ulixe
HERE Technologies
MiaPlatform

2018 2019



Sponsor testimonials



Pluralsight has partnered with Droidcon Italy for the past few years 
as a proud sponsor. Droidcon Italy always attracts talented mobile 
developer attendees and industry leading experts as speakers. 
The Droidcon Italy staff is fantastic to work with and is diligent 
about hosting a fantastic conference that is well worthwhile 
for attendees, speakers and sponsors alike.

Everything was very well executed and we appreciate 
the seamless production of both the conference 
and the hackathon. We are very happy sponsors! Pamela Lasley

Global Marketing Manager
@HERE Technologies

Droidcon Italy brings together an audience of talented 
Android developers and we’re delighted to be sponsors 
again and to be able to share the latest information 
on Bluetooth mesh technology 



Marketing data



Newsletter

total opened

total sent

opening average



Social media



3.004
total followers in April

635
new followers

during this period

0,21%
Engagement rate

the number of engagement 
actions divided by followers

New followers
new Twitter fans you’ve made during this period

Twitter
@droidconIT



Twitter feedback



most popular tweets 

4.153

4.492
3.910



impressions

2.175

103.361 459
likes

16
comments

100
share

click

Facebook
the droidcon Italy page



245

16

total followers in April

new followers
during this period

100
post impression 

during this period

Post impression Chart

LinkedIn
droidcon Italy account


